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Tips on Feeding Your Birds This Summer! 

• Keep your seed dry -  The dog days of summer create a climate for mold. Mold 
can often produce aflatoxin, which can be fatal to birds when ingested. Frequent 
refilling of feeders and filling the feeder half way is an easy way to avoid mold 
cultivation. If you find mold, remove the seed. 

 • Move feeders -  In order to avoid salmonella outbreaks and keep your birds happy 
and healthy we recommend keeping your feeder on the move throughout the 
summer. When stationary the feeder and ground can endure poop buildup which 
could potentially cause the outbreak of disease.  

 • Put suet in the shade - Switch to a hummingbird feeder or keep suet in cool dry 
places.  

 • Clean feeders = happy guests. Washing feeders regularly will eliminate the 
potential for disease, keep your feeder attractive, and your birds healthy. Use soap 
and boiling water or a dilute bleach solution to clean the feeder. 
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Poison Ivy Awareness! 

 ▪ Leaves - The ivy has three leaflets on a stalk with two  horizontal leaves and one vertical leaf at the 
end of the stem.  

 ▪ Growth - Poison ivy can grow almost anywhere so keep an eye out and be aware! 
 ▪ Contact - Skin contact can often cause a reaction resulting an itching, burning and swelling rash with 

watery blisters. It can spread indirectly by contact through clothing, garden tools and pets. If you find 
that your pet has been rolling in poison ivy we recommend washing them immediately!! The oil remains 
potent for a couple weeks; longer if the weather is dryer. 

 ▪ Symptoms - itching, burning, swelling, rash with watery blisters - appear hours to several days after 
exposure. A person cannot contract poison ivy from touching the actual rash or fluid from the blisters. 
It cannot spread from one part of the body to another. The oil can remain on skin or clothing or a 
pet's fur, and be then transferred to another person. 

 ▪ Control -  is often difficult. You must dispose of the entire 
plant for it to be effective. Cut vines and pull them away from 
trees. Dig up roots. Mow or cut young shoots until the plant 
dies. Do not burn the poison ivy, but dispose of it where it 
cannot contaminate people or animals. Cover as much skin as 
possible with protective gloves and clothing. Clothing and tools 
should be cleaned to prevent the spread of poison ivy. 
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